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Carpet Cleaners/Stain Removers
A

A. RENEW ROTARY DRY FOAM SHAMPOO
PRIME SOURCE®
Neutral pH base; safe for fifth generation carpeting. Clean fresh scent. Low foaming; saves
time and money.
75004087 75004087
1 gal.
4/cs.

B

B. ROYAL ROTARY DRY FOAM SHAMPOO
PRIME SOURCE®
Neutral pH base; safe for fifth generation carpeting. Clean fresh scent. Prevents resoiling;
carpet retains showcase appearance.
75004085 75004085
1 gal.
4/cs.
C. FOAMING RUG & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER
CLAIRE
Releases ground in dirt in rugs, carpets and upholstery including velour. The heavy foam is
perfect for spot cleaning and ideal for spills and spots.
25950869 C869
20 oz.
12/cs.
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D. EXTRACTION CLEANER CONCENTRATE
JOHNSON DIVERSEY
Use as a prespray, bonnet buff or extraction cleaner. Low foam formula works with today's
high pressure extractors. Contains corrosion inhibitors to protect equipment. 1:128 dilution
ratio.
1 gal.
4/cs.
15200001 3844
E. PROFESSIONAL RESOLVE®
RECKITT BENCKISER
CARPET EXTRACTION CLEANER
One product, one dilution for three cleaning uses: Carpet extraction cleaner; traffic lane
cleaner and pretreatment spray. Perfect for a scheduled maintenance plan for surface and
deep, down-to-the-backing cleaning. Low foaming, cleans and deodorizes. Contains strong
grease-cutting agents. Economical, concentrated formula makes up to 64 gallons (1:64).
58347161 97161
1 gal.
4/cs.
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F. RESOLVE® HIGH TRAFFIC™
RECKITT BENCKISER
CARPET CLEANING GRANULES
Safe on wool, nylon, synthetic and stain-resistant carpets. Quickly and effectively cleans the
tough ground-in dirt from high-traffic areas. Formulated to ''dry'' clean without creating
soggy, wet carpets. Attached brush uses standard broom handle for extension. Easy-to-use;
just shake, brush and vacuum.
58347335 77335
1 gal.
4/cs.
G. SIMPLE GREEN® CLEAN BUILDING™
SIMPLE GREEN
CARPET CLEANER CONCENTRATE
Formulated especially for cleaning carpets and rugs. Green Seal® certified and also certified
by the Carpet and Rug Institute. Carpet warranties that call for the use of only CRI-approved
products will not be jeopardized. No added fragrance or volatile organic ingredients. It's also
non-toxic, biodegradable, non-caustic, and non-flammable.
1 gal., Green Seal®
2/cs.
73431301 11301
H. LEMONGRASS CARPET EXTRACTION SOLUTION
ZEP
Environmentally preferred carpet cleaner with light lemongrass fragrance. Designed for hot
water extraction or bonnet method carpet cleaning. Safe on stain-resistant treated carpets.
Friable surfactants dry to a powder which are easily vacuumed up, leaving no residue
behind.
1 gal., Concentrate
4/cs.
75070009 R00624
5 gal., Concentrate
1/ea.
75070010 R00635
I. PIPE DREAM BIO-ENZYMATIC
PRIME SOURCE®
DEODORIZER/SPOTTER/DIGESTER
Organically removes spots from carpet and fabrics. Multi-purpose; blended with multiple,
non-pathogenic bacterial strains.
75004070 75004070
1 gal.
4/cs.
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STAIN REMOVERS
J. UP & OUT CARPET STAIN REMOVER
CARROLL
Superior stain remover formulated for carpet and upholstery. Use on pet stains, blood,
grease, grass stains, beverages and inks. Effective, safe, fast; also great for laundry
pre-spray. Light floral fragrance.
1 qt.
12/cs.
30018923 28923
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Stain Removers/Defoamers/Deodorizers
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A. SPRAYWAY® CARPET SPOTTER PLUS
CLAIRE
This extra-strength water based universal spot and stain remover is a fast-acting spotter
reinforced with surfactants and wetting agents that immediately remove most spots to
include dirt, coffee, grease and pet urine. The forceful spray and non-foaming formula
quickly penetrate for fast spot removal. This spotter is ideal for use as a pre-spotter prior to
carpet extraction. This product is clean and has a pH: 12.3.
20 oz.
12/cs.
25950676 C676
B. SCRUBS® CARPET SPOT REMOVER WIPES
DYMON
Remove spots, spills and stains from carpet and upholstery. Resist resoiling. Remove coffee,
mud, grease, blood, ketchup and more.
30 ct., 101/2'' x 121/4'', Tapered Container, Wall Bracket
180/cs.
31121630 91630
50 ct., 6'' x 8'', Compact Container
300/cs.
31121656 91656
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C. PROFESSIONAL RESOLVE® SPOT & STAIN RECKITT BENCKISER
Cleans toughest spots and stains. Effective against most food and grease-based stains. Safe
on wool and synthetic carpets and on stain resistant rugs.
58347402 97402
32 oz.
12/cs.
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D. RESOLVE® DUAL POWER SPOT
RECKITT BENCKISER
CARPET CLEANER
Oxi Action stain fighters. Unites two liquid stain removal agents; a stain fighter and an
oxygen activator that activate when combined and fizz and bubble deep into the stain. It
begins to breakdown and dissolve a wide variety of tough stains like red wine, grape juice
and food grease, right before your eyes.
22 oz.
12/cs.
58347873 77873
E. HEAVY-DUTY CARPET SPOTTER
ZEP
Water soluble solvent-based aerosol formulation removes oil and petroleum-based spots as
well as water based soils and stains on carpet. Inverted spray can design for ease of use.
Not suitable for stain resistant treated carpets.
24 oz.
12/cs.
75070013 R00901
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F. PRE-MOISTENED UPHOLSTERY/CARPET SPOTTER TOWELS ZEP
Heavy-duty spotter towels designed to loosen and pick up soils of all types. Instantly remove
stains from upholstery and carpet. Tough fabric construction will not tear or rip on carpet.
72 ct.
6/cs.
75070135 R09001
G. STAIN REMOVER W/PEROXIDE
ZEP
Highly effective, easy-to-use carpet and upholstery stain remover formulated to remove
difficult stains and odors without the use of damaging chemicals. Safe on stain resistant
treated carpets. Simply spray and walk away.
1 qt.
6/cs.
75070011 R00701
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DEFOAMERS
H. DEFOAM DEFOAMER
PRIME SOURCE®
Eliminates troublesome foam in the recovery system of carpet extractors. Save labor and
time. Economical to use.
75004088 75004088
1 gal.
4/cs.
I
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I. BUBBLE BUSTER® DEFOAMER
CARROLL
Quickly breaks down foam and prevents foam buildup. For use in all steam type carpet
cleaning machines and wet-vacs. Use to greatly reduce time and labor needed to complete
task. Highly concentrated, white opaque color; no fragrance added.
1 gal.
4/cs.
30010126 46028

DEODORIZER
J. SHAKEDOWN® ODOR ELIMINATOR
CCP
A powdered odor eliminator that counteractants room and rug odors as you vacuum. Can be
sprinkled into trash cans or wherever odors are a problem. Effectively controls odors. Not
just a masking effect. Non-toxic, safe for pet and animal areas.
15 oz.
12/cs.
27600169 K600493
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